Symbolic-dynamical encoding of chaotic dynamics yields a precise quantitative characterization of the temporal scaling behavior at crisis points. A complete analysis in the heteroclinic tangency case is presented for an NMR-laser.
Strange attractors may undergo sudden structural changes upon variation of an external parameter p. These transitions, called crises in [1] , are determined by the collision between the unstable manifold of some periodic orbit A and the stable manifold either of the same orbit A (homoclinic crisis) or of another orbit B, with the same period as A (heteroclinic crisis). In both cases the strange attractor, which coincides with (the closure of) the unstable manifold of A, widens over a region of phase space which was "empty" for p smaller than the crisis value pc. Just above crisis, the dynamics consists of intermittent "bursting" between the two subsets of phase space. This behavior is char acterized by the average time t (p) elapsing between two consecutive bursts. In [1] it has been conjectured that t (p) ~ | p -pc | ""y for p~p c, where the critical ex ponent y has been predicted to lie in the interval 1/2^ y ^ 3/2 (corresponding to the strongly dissipative and conservative limits, respectively).
However, a precise definition of the two domains in phase space ("inside" and "outside" or "core" and "transient") is not easy to achieve when the equations of motion (and, therefore, the invariant manifolds) are not known. This is particularly evident with experi mental data, so far analyzed just by taking an arbi trary partition in the embedding space. We resolve this ambiguity by constructing an approximation to a gen erating partition A and by identifying the "outer" re gion with the element of the refinement of A with the Reprint requests to Priv.-Doz. Dr. Jürgen Parisi, Physics Institute, University of Zurich, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zurich, Switzerland. same label as the "new" symbolic sequence appearing in the dynamics. In this way, we have a clear cut definition of the times spent in the two regions. We apply this technique to experimental data produced by a parametrically modulated NMR-laser. The criti cal exponent y has been estimated both for experimen tal and model data in correspondence of the hetero clinic crisis of a period-3 orbit.
The NMR-laser [2] activity is provided by nuclear 27A1 spins in a ruby crystal placed in a static magnetic field at liquid-helium temperature. The spin popula tion inversion is obtained by means of dynamical nu clear polarization and the laser action by enclosing the active medium in a cavity (here, with modulated quality factor Q(t) = Q0(\ + p cos cor)). The laser out put is a voltage, proportional to the transverse nuclear magnetization. An adequate description of the laser dynamics can be achieved with a generalization of the Maxwell-Bloch phenomenological model [2, 3] , Since the dynamics is non-autonomous, Poincare sections can be readily obtained for both experimental and numerical data by sampling the trajectories syn chronously with the forcing term and by embedding them in a 3-to 16-dimensional space (in fact, the dimension of the attractor is about 2.5). A (binary) generating partition has been approximated by at tributing a different symbolic label to each point be longing to an unstable periodic orbit [3] . The only sequence which is forbidden below crisis (S = 00) be comes allowed when the new period-3 orbit B (labelled 001) starts belonging to the closure of the broadened attractor (the other period-3 orbit having label 011), for p ^ pc= 0.01802. Therefore, we consider a point to 0932-0784 / 91 / 1100-1131 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. L. Flepp et al. ■ A Heteroclinic Tangency Crisis in an NMR-laser System lie in the "outer" region if it produces the sequence 00: the re-immission into the "inner" part is detected when either a 1 or a 01 follows 001. Accordingly, we have estimated the characteristic times i(p) for 14 different values of p and determined the critical expo nent y from the corresponding log-log plots. We ob tained ye = 1.02 ± 0.05 and ym = 1.10 ± 0.05 for experi ment and model, respectively.
